




Workshop.

Make the Earth dance by standing on the ground with both feet.

Dancing Earth

‘An encounter with one’s own origin.’

Dancing Earth is about communicating, establishing contact, with yourself and one another. 

The Dancing Earth method is about what dance can mean in this context. My inspiration is that which is au-

thentic in physical imagination. The purpose of my method is to explore these things and to combine them 

into one. The main point is that the movement, the DANCE, which is present in everyone, establishes the physi-

cal attitude in a very early stage.

The purpose of this method is to recognize one’s own body language.

The idea that this is fun, useful, interesting, inspiring and has a greater value for functioning, is based on the 

idea that people who are close to their own origin possess a power to create and that the body is close to its 

own origin by definition. 

Dancing Earth makes you experience how the origin of your personality can express itself in movement and 

your motor system, in movement....in dance

Movement as a medium                  Movement as a purpose                 Movement as an expression

The body is an instrument, something you can feel with, experience and see what your boundaries are and 

where they lie. Boundaries in your work which you balance and sometimes ‘literally’ balance between that 

which you receive and that which you give. 

The body makes you discover what you think is enjoyable as an individual and in cooperation with others.

The body is an instrument of your imagination. The experience of the movement becomes a story of what 

arises within you and what you share with yourself and others. Sharing makes the movement more than a 

personal experience. Here too, cooperation is an exploration of balance.

The body is an instrument to express yourself with. This expression is the result of a process in which you have 

learned to physically portray creativity.
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